
Meet ITsMine’s 
Beyond DLP™
Protect data within company 
boundaries and beyond

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
ITsMine’s Beyond DLP™ (Data Loss Prevention) solution enables organizations to proactively 
protect against internal and external threats, automatically.

The solution solves the DLP challenge utilizing artificial intelligence, behavior analysis, and 
deception techniques. ITsMine secures and protects all stages of digital data, without requiring 
policies or permanent endpoint agents, thus having no effect on employee productivity. 
Additionally, ITsMine has negligible false positives.

Meet regulatory requirements such as GDPR, HIPAA, PCIDSS, CCPA, SOX and more in an 
automated way and without an unnecessary burden on your IT security team.

The solution guarantees protection against both internal and external threats by changing 
employees’ interactions with the company’s sensitive data and educating them to download and 
access only the files they need. To do this, thousands of SoftwareMinesTM are automatically planted 
near the sensitive data, creating a virtual minefield. SoftwareMinesTM then detect abnormal 
behavior and zoom in on suspicious devices. These disposable AI-powered agents obtain evidence, 
determine the risk level and take the required action automatically. 

ITsMine adds a critical data layer of protection so that even after data exfiltration, it will assess the 
breach and alert your organization's security chief with forensic information needed to take 
action. 

Protect all stages of your organization's 
data with the latest in DLP.
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ITsMine response:
Automatically blocks and 
isolates the compromised 
endpoint, and provides 
important forensic information 
even after data exfiltration. 
ITsMine's critical data layer puts 
the control back in your hands.
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VECTOR THREAT PROTECTION 

KEY BENEFITS

ITsMine’s DLP solution differentiates between two threat vectors:

Plug & Play 

AI-based solution proactively and 
automatically protects against 
internal and external threats 

Fully Transparent  

No inline network appliances 
or endpoint agents needed on 

employee devices  

Employee Productivity 

Zero effect on employee 
productivity while real-time 
education keeps them aware

When an external attacker has 
taken advantage of an internal 
employee's endpoint in order 
to harm or steal data.

External attacker

ITsMine response:
ITsMine empowers employees to 
handle critical data with the 
proper care. By detecting abnormal 
behavior and calculating risk levels, 
the solution can automatically 
educate, block activity, or send 
unparalleled information obtained 
on the employee’s suspicious 
activity to your security department. 

Intentional or unintentional misuse, 
exposure to or the harming of 
company data by an employee.

Internal employee


